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Roadmap Questions and Comments

QUESTIONS
How does this articulate across tribal lands?

How can the roadmap be an interactive product?
Ability to input the specifics of the situation to help
identify potential opportunities?
Please explain what is a roadmap. Details of what it
does

is the roadmap consistent nationwide?
Where will the roadmap live? Who maintains it?

Army Corps of Engineers and Silver Jackets are
working on very similar roadmap products, many
already completed for some states. Are you
coordinating efforts?

RESPONSE
We could easily have a piece of the roadmap speciifc to tribal commitees.
We view this as a cross-boundary project, so yes, we will be identifying
how this articulated across tribal lands
We want the program described in one place; this is what the program
does, here's how it links to other programs, here are the application
deadlines, the amount of time, the matching requirements, contact
information, and a link straight to the applcaiion. We will also tie in how
different programs link together to address specific community needs;
users can identify which programs will help with their specific needs.
Funding programs as well as technical assistance programs. We need to
link data and science available to the programs available from a planning
standpoint. Being able to present a map with similar terminology
consistent to breaking down all programs, since all programs are
obvisouly not presented consistently across organizations. This will
hopefully cut down some of the time spent in search of the right program.
The roadmap is in development and is intended to be consistent at a
nationwide level.
To be determined. Funding aspects still need to identified (though there is
a lot of support for the program, so funding will soon follow). We have
decided it shoudn't be on federal agency websites. We would like the
federal agencies to link to a roadmap site so that only one site needs to be
updated and maintained.
Yes, they are a key player and have been great with providing insight.

These will all be spelled out in the roadmap, but it can be a large list that
Other than BAER, what other programs is the group looking
the navigator
at?
would be knowledgeable of and help the community
understand what works and what may not work with their community.
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COMMENTS
Thinking about the stress levels involved for local and
state folks in dealing with post-fire, the ability to enter
in details and then have the possible solutions “spit
out” would streamline the amount of additional work
needed to get to a solution.
That graphic is really problematic for end-users.
Please think about how communities will use it and
make it focused on what communities need (leading
to federal programs) as opposed to the programs that
communities have to wade through.

That's our hope for the roadmap resource - maybe not on day one, but
certainly as the tool evolves.

This was not the intent of the graphic. As the roadmap grows, we will need
to think of the graphics to support the program.

